Enhanced transmembrane signalling activity of monoclonal antibody heteroconjugates suggests molecular interactions between receptors on the T cell surface.
Signal transduction occurs through multiple receptors expressed on mature, resting T cells. In addition to the CD3-T cell receptor complex, the CD2, CD4, CD5, CD7, CD8 and CD28 receptors mobilize cytoplasmic calcium within minutes of binding with monoclonal antibodies and additional crosslinking occurs on the cell surface. As an approach to study the interactions between these receptors and their transduced signals, monoclonal antibodies to each of these receptors were covalently coupled as heteroconjugates and investigated for activity in cytoplasmic calcium mobilization using indo-1 and flow cytometry. Of a total of 35 conjugates studied, there were seven heteroconjugates that showed an increase in activity and these consisted of either certain conjugates of anti-CD3 or certain conjugates of anti-CD5. The CD3-CD2, CD3-CD4, CD3-CD6 and CD3-CD8 heteroconjugates each gained two to three orders of magnitude in titer in calcium mobilization compared to unconjugated CD3 or the CD3-CD3 conjugate. The increase in activity was not accompanied by an increase in binding titer, indicating that signal transduction occurred at lower levels of receptor occupancy. The increased activity was dependent in each case on the relevant second receptor, since unconjugated CD2, CD4, CD6 or CD8 MAb could block the activity of the corresponding heteroconjugate. Neither CD3-CD5, CD3-CD28 or CD3-CD3 conjugates gained activity, whereas CD3-CD7 heteroconjugates gained slightly in activity. The heteroconjugates with CD5 that acquired ability to mobilize calcium at low concns (less than 5 micrograms/ml) were CD5-CD4, CD5-CD8 and CD5-CD6. Their activity could be inhibited by either CD5 MAb or the second MAb of the heteroconjugate. The increased activity of CD3 or CD5 heteroconjugates was observed in the absence of extracellular calcium. Size exclusion chromatography of heteroconjugates demonstrated that 1:1 ratios were optimal, but larger conjugates were also active. These results suggest that certain receptors are capable for molecular interactions on the cell surface to form complexes with enhanced activity in signal transduction leading to calcium mobilization.